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essential things we all do daily, wherever we live in the world, and in the different ways we do them. The
first meal of the day will take on a whole new dimension for American kids as an American pancake
breakfast is contrasted with porridge in North Korea and churros in Spain.
Books as Bridges - Jane Baskwill 2010
This remarkable book suggests a process for using children's books to explore four key aspects of literacy
— predictable structures, nonfiction, comprehension, and imagination and language play.
Following Baxter - Barbara Kerley 2018-04-03
This heartwarming adventure for dog lovers everywhere is a great match for fans of books such as The
Fourteenth Goldfish and A Snicker of Magic. Eleven-year-old Jordie Marie Wallace has been waiting forever
for someone to move in next door, so she is thrilled when Professor Reece arrives: she has a laboratory in
her basement and an extraordinary dog named Baxter—who seems to understand everything Jordie says.
Jordie and her younger brother T.J. begin walking Baxter and helping Professor Reece in the lab. But being
lab assistants ends up being more than Jordie and T.J. bargained for and leads them to a secret neither of
them expected. When Professor Reece goes missing, it's up to Jordie and T.J. to use their smarts and
Baxter’s magical powers to find her. Will they be able to save Professor Reece before it’s too late? From
award-winning author Barbara Kerley comes a sweet and funny story about a young girl, a quirky professor,
and a magical dog. A Bank Street Book of the Year! Praise for the award-winning Dinosaurs of Waterhouse
Hawkins by Barbara Kerley: “Marvelous.” —New York Times “Stunning.” —Kirkus (starred review)
“[Kerley] suffuses her text with a contagious sense of wonder and amazement.” —Publishers Weekly
(starred review)
Chicago Socialism: The People’s History - Joseph Anthony Rulli 2019-08-19
In the United States, Chicago provided Socialism with a soapbox for firebrand speechmaking, a home for
political exiles and a springboard for activism. When Josephine Conger-Kaneko began printing The Socialist
Woman in 1909 and then ran for alderwoman in 1914, she could appeal to an audience and an electorate
sympathetic to the Socialist Party in unprecedented numbers. Because Chicago was also a stronghold of the
mercantile and political interests most dramatically opposed to the Socialist Party, the city frequently
served as a pressure cooker for the nation's economic and ideological tension. That tension boiled over in
incidents like the 1886 Haymarket Riot, the 1894 Pullman Strike and the 1919 Race Riots and continues to
dictate the terms of engagement for contemporary protest movements and labor disputes. In this first
comprehensive history of Socialism in the Windy City, author Joseph Rulli examines these major events
through the largely unchronicled lives of the Chicago citizens who experienced them, from centennial
garment workers to millennials with megaphones.
The World is Waiting for You - Barbara Kerley 2013
Intends to inspire children to follow their favorite interests in order to inform them about future careers.
Desert Baths - Darcy Pattison 2012-01-01
A story about twelve animals and how they stay clean in a dry parched environment, including a bobcat, a
quail, and a roadrunner.
Launching the Writing Workshop - Denise Leograndis 2008-09-01
Classroom teacher, Leograndis uses full-color photographs with clear descriptions to show you how you can
transform your classroom into a well-organized workshop that supports writing growth. You'll find unique

Picturing the World - Kathleen T. Isaacs 2013
Presents information on what informational picture books are, offers advice on choosing them, and provides
descriptions of recommended books on such topics as home and school, history, and the natural world.
One World, One Day - Barbara Kerley 2009
This beautiful photo book follows the course of one day in our world. Sunrise to sunset is captured in the
essential things we all do daily, wherever we live in the world, and in the different ways we do them. The
first meal of the day will take on a whole new dimension for American kids as an American pancake
breakfast is contrasted with porridge in North Korea and churros in Spain.
A Home for Mr. Emerson - Barbara Kerley 2014-02-25
A portrait of the American writer imagines his early years as a city youth whose dreams about the fields
and woods of the country inspired him to pursue a literary life based around the things he loved.
The School Story - Andrew Clements 2002-08
After twelve-year-old Natalie writes a wonderful novel, her friend Zoe helps her devise a scheme to get it
accepted at the publishing house where Natalie's mother works as an editor.
Can You Say Peace? - Karen Katz 2006-07-25
Every September 21 on the International Day of Peace, children around the world wish in many different
languages for peace.
What to Do about Alice? - Barbara Kerley 2019
A brief biography in pictures and simple text of Alice Roosevelt, the daughter of Theodore Roosevelt and his
first wife.
A to Zoo: Subject Access to Children's Picture Books, 10th Edition - Rebecca L. Thomas 2018-06-21
Whether used for thematic story times, program and curriculum planning, readers' advisory, or collection
development, this updated edition of the well-known companion makes finding the right picture books for
your library a breeze. • Offers easy subject access to children's picture books • Features a user-friendly
organization • Provides in-depth indexing and full bibliographic detail
Just Like Daddy - Ovi Nedelcu 2015-04-28
"This charming story offers a playful look at the common childhood desire to be "just like daddy." A little
boy wakes with the dawn and eagerly embraces his day. His enthusiastic account of his daily activities,
rendered in vivid color by author-illustrator Ovi Nedelcu, alternate with the perspective of daddy himself.
This gently ironic compare-and-contrast leads to a satisfying conclusion that is sure to resonate with all
readers. Discover what makes it all worthwhile in this transcendent story that celebrates the bond between
parent and child"--Jacket.
Children Just Like Me - Barnabas Kindersley 1998
Share the lives, hopes, and dreams of 20 children from around the globe as they talk about their family and
friends, pets, school, and hobbies in their own words. Published in association with UNICEF. Full color. 16
pp plus 4 pages of stickers.
A Cool Drink of Water - Barbara Kerley 2006
Depicts people around the world collecting, chilling, and drinking water.
One World, One Day - Barbara Kerley 2009
This beautiful photo book follows the course of one day in our world. Sunrise to sunset is captured in the
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and highly practical ideas for setting up and maintaining record systems and organizing supplies, to
teaching workshop routines, building community, and establishing a productive learning environment. This
rich resource includes dozens of classroom-tested management and instructional charts and strategic
lessons that build day-by-day and week-to-week, as well as lists of mentor texts and read alouds for
launching a writing workshop. Great ideas for homework, too. For use with Grades 1-6.
Portland Baby - Barbara Kerley 2017-09-05
Here come the Portland babies, ready to give you a tour of their city in this appealing board book. Spirited
and charming images pair with quirky text to introduce young readers to a group of smart, active, stylish,
and just plain silly tots enjoying life in Portland. From Forest Park to the iconic aerial tram and the Portland
Children's Museum, this entertaining book is an essential introduction to the fun, arts, and diversity in store
for the babies of Portland. And the fun doesn’t end there. Portland Baby includes oodles of amusing
activities and educational reading tips to help parents enjoy the book with their children over and over
again!
With a Friend by Your Side - Barbara Kerley 2015
Shares an inspirational and poetic message about life in the world beyond one's family, combining vibrant
images of children and animals from around the world with encouraging text about belonging, imagination
and social development.
Greetings from Planet Earth - Barbara Kerley 2010-09
In 1977, as twelve-year-old Theo struggles with a science class project on space exploration, questions
emerge about why his father never returned from Vietnam and why Theo's mother has been keeping
secrets for many years.
Who's in the Picture? - Susie Brooks 2022-07-21
An engaging first search-and-find art book that helps young children enjoy and understand works of art.
Brave Like Me - Barbara Kerley 2016
When someone is serving our country, far from home, everyone in their family has to be brave. Including -and sometimes especially -- the kids. This book speaks to all kids in this situation in telling the story of a
boy and a girl with parents away on duty. It captures the children's worries, fears, trials, and triumphs
while waiting for their parents to return from service. Although the narrative tells one universal tale, the
photographs depict multiple perspectives so that every reader has someone they can relate to. In the end,
each child finds the strength and patience to endure the wait, showing admirable bravery and inspiring us
all. An afterword looks further at the meaning of bravery and offers resources for helping kids deal with
transition, deployment, and separation.
A Little Peace - Barbara Kerley 2007
Juxtaposes photographs from around the world with a simple, reflective message about our responsibilities
for finding and keeping peace on the planet. By the author of A Cool Drink of Water.
Crocodaddy - Kim Norman 2009
An imaginative boy goes on a hunt for his crocodile dad.
A Good Trade - Alma Fullerton 2012-10-15
In Uganda, a young boy struggles to carry cans full of water back to his small village, and when he sees an
aid truck filled with something that would make his journey easier, he devises a way to obtain some of the
truck's treasure.
Grace and Family - Mary Hoffman 2012-08-01
To Grace, family has always meant her Ma, her Nana and her cat Paw-Paw, but in all her school reading
books families have a mother and a father, a boy and a girl, and a dog and a cat. So when Papa invites her
to visit him in the Gambia, she dreams of finding a family straight out of one of her story books. But, when
she arrives, she finds that her father has a new family. She has a little sister and a baby brother, and even a
dog, but the mother is the wrong one she thinks. Although she has a lovely time, she feels as though there
isn't enough of her to go around and that she can't manage two families. It is her Nana who helps Grace
realise that families are what you make them, just like stories. A warm and delightful follow-up to the
international bestseller and modern classic, Amazing Grace, this is an important story for all families and
children today.
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Made for Me - Zack Bush 2020-07-22
Of all the children that ever could be, You are the one made just for me. From a child's first uttered "Dada"
to his or her first unsteady steps, nothing can adequately convey the joy and awe of watching the birth and
growth of a new child. Now releasing as a board book filled with adorable illustrations and the refrain, "You
are the one made just for me," Made for Me is a winning presentation of tender moments that tie a father
and his new child together—forever.
Good Night Oregon - Dan McCarthy 2010-04-30
This charming and enriching board book tours young readers around the great state of Oregon. The
colorfully illustrated pages include some of the state's most treasured icons and attractions such as
Haystack Rock, tidal pools and sea life, Washington Park, Crater Lake, whitewater rafting, Cascade
Mountains, hiking and camping, wildlife, Smith Rock State Park, USS Blueback submarine, Pendleton
Round-up, Columbia River Gorge, Oregon Coast Aquarium, Oregon Zoo, and more.
Tigers & Tea With Toppy - Barbara Kerley 2018-09-25
From Barbara Kerley, author of the Caldecott Honor Book The Dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins, comes an
enchanting true story that marks her return to science and natural history! An NPR Best Book of the YearA
Booklist Notable BookA Junior Library Guild Selection* "A powerful story of following one's dreams and
passions, despite life's challenges." --School Library Journal, starred reviewRhoda loves spending time with
Toppy. He is not only her beloved grandpa, but also the world-famous wildlife artist Charles R. Knight!
Every outing with Toppy -- from visits to the American Museum of Natural History and the Central Park Zoo
to tea parties at The Plaza Hotel -- is filled with fun and adventure.Lovers of animals, art, natural history,
and New York City will relish this vivacious and winsomely depicted true story. Presented through Rhoda's
eyes, it celebrates the enchantment of scientific inquiry, a tender grandparent-grandchild bond, and the
vision of a pioneering artist who opened our eyes to the wonders of the ancient world.Included in this book
are dozens of Charles R. Knight's original paintings and drawings, interspersed with Matte Stephens's
winsome illustrations.
You and Me Together - Barbara Kerley 2010
Provides detailed information about children from various cultures and celebrates the powerful bond
between parents and their children throughout the world.
Bridges to Understanding - Linda Pavonetti 2011-10-16
This annotated bibliography, with descriptions of nearly 700 books representing more than 70 countries,
provides stories that will help children understand our differences while simultaneously demonstrating our
common humanity.
Small Acts of Amazing Courage - Gloria Whelan 2011-04-19
Kindness has incredible consequences in this compelling novel set in colonial India from a “master
storyteller” (Publishers Weekly) and National Book Award-winning author. It is India, 1918, six months
after the end of World War I, and Rosalind awaits the return of her father from the war. Rosalind is kept
from boarding school in England at her mother’s insistence. While her father has been at war, Rosalind
sees the country slowly change. A man named Ghandi is coming to power, talking about nonviolence and
independence from Britain. Rosalind longs to live the life that her heart tells her, not what her parents
prescribe for her, but no one seems to listen. This penetrating story, told with lush and vivid detail,
contrasts Rosalind’s privilege and daily experiences in India with the hardship of the people around her. As
she comes of age during this volatile period of history, will she find the courage to claim her own identity
and become her own person? National Book Award–winning author Gloria Whelan’s “insight into history
and her characters’ minds make every moment of this saga believable” (Publishers Weekly, starred review).
This paperback edition includes an excerpt of All My Noble Dreams and Then What Happens, the
standalone companion to Small Acts of Amazing Courage.
Encore, Grace! - Mary Hoffman 2006
Here are eight more stories of Grace, the popular character from Amazing Grace and Starring Grace. Grace
finds that her family is changing and so is her group of friends. There's a new girl who puts Grace's nose
out of joint, a production of Sleeping Beauty that aims to be very different, a school bully to contend with,
and goodbyes to be said to a friend who moves away. Grace has to adapt to a new member of the family,
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and learns how it feels to lose someone. And as always, when things change for Grace, she turns to stories
for inspiration.
Peaceful Pieces - Anna Grossnickle Hines 2011-03-29
A collection of poems, illustrated by handmade quilts, explores peace in all its forms, from peace at home
and within oneself to peace on a global scale.
The Children's Peace Book - Jolene DeLisa 2010

"All her life, Eleanor Roosevelt hoped to "leave some mark upon the world." She was a shy child who found
joy in helping others. A passionate young adult who longed for adventure. An independent young woman
who formed her own opinions. A trustworthy partner who worked tirelessly for change. So when her
husband became president and she became first lady, Eleanor was ready to make her mark. With
characteristic candor, compassion, and courage, she traversed the country and trotted the globe,
championing the value and dignity of every human being and transforming the role of first lady. This
vivacious portrait of an American icon radiates the essence of Eleanor, a model for kindness and purpose, in
her time and in ours."-Give Your Child the World - Jamie C. Martin 2016-06-07
Young children live with awe and wonder as their daily companions. But as they grow, worries often crowd
out wonder. Knowing this, how can parents strengthen their kids' love for the world so it sticks around for
the long haul? Thankfully, parents have at their fingertips a miracle vaccine--one that can boost their kids'
immunity to the world's distractions. Well-chosen stories connect us with others, even those on the other
side of the globe. Build your kids' lives on a story-solid foundation and you'll give them armor to shield
themselves from the world’s cynicism. You'll give them confidence to persevere in the face of life's conflicts.
You'll give them a reservoir of compassion that spills over into a lifetime of love in action. Give Your Child
the World features inspiring stories, practical suggestions, and carefully curated reading lists of the best
children's literature for each area of the globe. Reading lists are organized by region, country, and age
range (ages 4-12). Each listing includes a brief description of the book, its themes, and any content of which
parents should be aware. Parents can introduce their children to the world from the comfort of home by
simply opening a book together. Give Your Child the World is poised to become a bestselling family reading
treasury that promotes literacy, develops a global perspective, and strengthens family bonds while
increasing faith and compassion.

The Extraordinary Mark Twain (according to Susy) - Barbara Kerley 2010
Thirteen-year-old Susy Clemens wants the world to know that her papa, Mark Twain, is more than just a
humorist and sets out to write a comprehensive biography of the American icon. By the creators of the
Sibert Award Honor Book What To Do About Alice?
Every Human Has Rights - 2009
Based on the thirty rights listed in the "United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights," explores
the basic freedoms of human beings, especially children, with examples of how these rights have been
implemented around the world.
The Invention of Hugo Cabret - Brian Selznick 2015-09-03
ORPHAN, CLOCK KEEPER, AND THIEF, twelve-year-old Hugo lives in the walls of a busy Paris train
station, where his survival depends on secrets and anonymity. But when his world suddenly interlocks with
an eccentric girl and her grandfather, Hugo's undercover life, and his most precious secret, are put in
jeopardy. A cryptic drawing, a treasured notebook, a stolen key, a mechanical man, and a hidden message
from Hugo's dead father form the backbone of this intricate, tender, and spellbinding mystery.
Eleanor Makes Her Mark - Barbara Kerley 2020
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